Strategy discussion including vision for OIXnet
Nick Mothershaw, OIX Chair
OIX Strategic Plan

ENGAGING RPs

BUILD A MARKET FOR ID

- RP focus groups
- RP needs and challenges
- Early RP adopters
- ID component Registry for RPs

OIX OBJECTIVES

- Provides member networking
- Papers / Projects to drive ID ecosystem components forward
- Registry for trust schemes
- Voice of members to RPs / public / government
- Clear vision of future identity ecosystem: interoperable. Works for CONSUMER and RELYING PARTY
- Define trust framework

- Provide guidance and assistance on establishment of trust schemes / ID brokers
- Create and publish model policies / standards
- Consumer facing position and approach
- Full registry for identity ecosystem
- Voice of authority on identity
- Consumer information on identity

Four workstreams

- Interoperability and Standards
- Trust and Liability
- Inclusion
- Alternative Architectures

Others...
ID Ecosystem Registry
Thank You for attending today’s workshop.

For any non members, please do consider joining OIX so we can work more closely with you on this journey.

Solving the challenge of trust and interoperability.